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Abstract - Automation Systems mainly focuses on individuals having physical difficulties. The proposed Voice Assisted 
Home Automation System empowers individuals to manage electronic equipment’s and to control gadgets using individual's 
tone/voice. Home Automation deals with interfacing the gadgets such as lights, TVs, cooling systems etc. with the Linux 
operating system based primary device(raspberry pi), by means of transfer switches, the framework reacts to the individual's 
tone changes and cleverly activate, inactivate and modulate the condition of the appliances. The research work explains the 
genuine usage of the minimal effort gadget, it also demonstrates the outcomes of the framework. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Automation is a strategy, technique, or means of 
controlling and working a specified task with the help 
of electronic equipment to taper individual’s 
inclusion. The principal of developing a 
computerized work frame particularly developed for 
corporate office or an individual’s personal space is 
growing exponentially with various advantages. 
Many specialized groups of the manufacturers are 
trying to create effective and moderate programmed 
work frame to modulate different equipment like 
thermostat, room conditioners, lights, fans as per the 
requirements. Automation is a productive as well as a 
prudent technique that keeps in track and also helps 
in decreasing the power losses and wastage of assets. 
 
II. HOME AUTOMATION 

 
Home automation also known as smart home or home 
computerization is a technique which utilizes new 
innovative techniques, to properly and efficiently 
exercise the control of existing equipment in a more 
secure and agreeable manner. Home automation work 
frame comprises of few primary parts those are: 
UI: PC, or cell phone are used as screen, for example, 
that can take requests to control the home automation 
system. Method of communication: Wired 
transmission (Example Ethernet) or Wireless 
(Bluetooth, GSM). Controller: This equipment is 
responsible for interfacing UI by modulation of 
locally available administrators. 
 
III. BENEFICIAL CAPABILITY OF HOME 
AUTOMATION 
Now a days, in home automation systems remote 
sensing and framework such as remote control is now 
being implemented and is being used as a mainstream 
in such systems. The utilization of advancements in  
remote capabilities for home automation give us 
some points of interest earlier which couldn’t be done 

by using wired system. 
A.  Reduction in the initial costs 
As there is no requirements of complex 
wiring/cabling the installation costs decreases. 
B. Can be expanded and scaled as per the 
requirements 
The system can be scaled down or up according to the 
needs and the requirements of the consumer. 
C.  Internet Connectivity 
With the growing internet demand, now individuals 
can control their smart home equipments from 
anywhere they wish but continues supply of internet 
is required. 
D.  Convenience and Privacy 
Individuals can easily and conveniently add or 
remove equipments to make home automation 
framework more secure and trustworthy. 
 
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this area, we will be talking about various Home 
Automation System with their innovations and 
highlighting the advantages, disadvantages and 
confinements they have. The Fig.1 demonstrates 
Basic Architecture of Remote Home Automation. 
The first type of home automation system which we 
are going to discuss is Raspberry Pi based system, 
this type of system is most efficient and is superior to 
any other type of home automation system. For 
instance, In Dual Tone Multi Frequency based home 
automation the proper utilization of bandwidth is not 
achieved. So the Raspberry pi based system 
effectively utilizes the existing web servers. The 
second one are Cloud-based home automation for 
controlling the home appliances which develops a 
home portal to collect the metadata from the 
equipments installed in home. The system then pre-
process the gathered information and then sends the 
metadata to the servers which are based on cloud 
computing to store in the Hadoop Distributed File 
System. The collected metadata are then finally 
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processed by utilizing techniques like MapReduce 
and the client buffer stack is checked simultaneously 
for keeping the overflowing of metadata in check. 
The third type of automation system is one based on 
old school Arduino boards, these type of boards are 
outdated and are no more in trend, as the capabilities 
of these boards are limited. For proper utilization of 
home automation one had to attach a lot of separate 
components. As these boards don’t have their own 
Wi-Fi cards and even there is no privilege for using 
external memory storage 
 
V. RASPBERRY PI 
 
Raspberry pi computers are a series of small single 
board handheld computers that was developed by the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation in the United Kingdome, this 
board was specifically developed for the purpose of 
promotion of teachings of the basic computer science. 
It is a tiny and affordable computer that one can use 
for improving the practical knowledge of computing 
and its programming. Raspberry pi are not as powerful 
as the cutting edge technology computers but these 
can be used in college level for the research and 
project work based on these small computers. 

 
Fig.1   Basic Block Diagram of Home Automation 

 

 
Fig. 2 Circuit Diagram 

VI. INTERFACE 
 
The proposed system in our paper is regarding control 
of home equipment using voice commands. For 
example by simply commanding switch off LED and 
switch on LED the LED will actually turn OFF and 
ON. It is basically for controlling the state of the 
electrical device. Hence there will to be two codes 
one for off state and other for on state. 
 
Microphone will take natural voice input from the 
end user or person and it will be feed to the raspberry 
pi directly for further processing. The device will 
always listen and look for the code words and once 
the code words matches the database it will 
automatically activate the task that has to be done. 
 
Codes are basically nothing but the Python Scripts for 
controlling the GPIOS of the relay which controls the 
electrical devices and equipment. 
 
Relay is like an electronic switch which is smart 
enough to be controlled via a computer or any device 
on that same network in which the all devices are 
connected to the raspberry pi. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
So we conclude that we have effectively actualized 
the hardware required for the voice automated home 
mechanization. Home mechanization is a quick 
developing innovation in this present innovative and 
digital time. It has its own benefits and disadvantages 
and is exceptionally useful in the automation of the 
home and office premises. It is a conspicuous 
innovation that is right now being utilized by 
individuals and the businesses everywhere throughout 
the globe. 
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